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DETECTING INTERVIEWER FRAUD USING 
MULTILEVEL MODELS 

LUKAS OLBRICH * 
YULIYA KOSYAKOVA 
JOSEPH W. SAKSHAUG 
SILVIA SCHWANH €AUSER 

Interviewer falsification, such as the complete or partial fabrication of 
interview data, has been shown to substantially affect the results of sur-
vey data. In this study, we apply a method to identify falsifying face-to-
face interviewers based on the development of their behavior over the 
survey field period. We postulate four potential falsifier types: steady 
low-effort falsifiers, steady high-effort falsifiers, learning falsifiers, and 
sudden falsifiers. Using large-scale survey data from Germany with 
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verified falsifications, we apply multilevel models with interviewer 
effects on the intercept, scale, and slope of the interview sequence to test 
whether falsifiers can be detected based on their dynamic behavior. In 
addition to identifying a rather high-effort falsifier previously detected 
by the survey organization, the model flagged two additional suspicious 
interviewers exhibiting learning behavior, who were subsequently classi-
fied as deviant by the survey organization. We additionally apply the 
analysis approach to publicly available cross-national survey data and 
find multiple interviewers who show behavior consistent with the postu-
lated falsifier types. 

KEYWORDS: Interviewer behavior; Interviewer effects; Interviewer 
falsification; Multilevel modeling. 

Statement of Significance 
This study proposes a new method to identify fraudulent interviewers in face-to-face 

surveys. In particular, we investigate whether falsifying interviewers can be identified 

by their dynamic behavior over the field period. We postulate four falsifier types: 

steady low-effort falsifiers, steady high-effort falsifiers, learning falsifiers, and sudden 

falsifiers. These falsifier types are tested using complex multilevel models applied to 

German survey data containing verified cases of interviewer falsification. Focusing on 

the behavior over the field period allows for identifying a verified falsifier and two 

previously undetected fraudulent interviewers. Applying these methods to further pub-

licly available survey data, we also find behavior expected of the postulated falsifier 

types. Our findings show that fraudulent interviewers can use sophisticated strategies 

to avoid detection. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Interviewers are a well-known error source in face-to-face surveys. 
Researchers have intensively investigated unintentional interviewer errors such 
as accidentally skipping questions or recording responses in error (Weisberg 
2005). Less is known about interviewer falsification—defined by the 
American Association for Public Opinion Research (AAPOR) as “the inten-
tional departure from the designed interviewer guidelines or instructions, unre-
ported by the interviewer, which could result in the contamination of data” 
(AAPOR 2003, p. 1). Interviewer falsification can take many forms, from stra-
tegically miscoding responses to avoid follow-up questions to falsifying com-
plete or partial interviews (AAPOR 2003). In this study, we focus on the 
falsification of interviews. 
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16 Olbrich et al. 

Given a lack of publicly available data on verified falsifications, evidence 
on the prevalence and extent of interviewer falsification is rare. While the 
reported share of completely falsified interviews rarely exceeds 5 percent in 
large-scale surveys (Bredl et al. 2013; Finn and Ranchhod 2017; Robbins 
2019), even smaller proportions can bias survey estimates and severely com-
promise data quality (Schr€apler and Wagner 2005). Concerning partially falsi-
fied interviews, Blasius and Thiessen document suspicions for multiple large-
scale surveys (e.g., Blasius and Thiessen 2013, 2015, 2021). However, such 
cases are difficult to verify, which complicates estimating their frequency. To 
deal with interviewer falsification, survey organizations often follow a dual 
approach: prevention and detection. Regarding prevention, strategies are 
mainly driven by theoretical assumptions on interviewers’ motivations to fal-
sify. For instance, DeMatteis et al. (2020) reviewed established prevention 
methods in the context of the fraud triangle framework developed by Cressey 
(1953). Accordingly, effective measures should minimize the “[p]ressure or 
motivation to commit the act; [p]erceived opportunity; and [r]ationalization” 
(DeMatteis et al. 2020, p. 18). These include informing interviewers about the 
consequences of falsifying interviews, informing interviewers about monitor-
ing and verification methods, conducting background checks when hiring 
interviewers, and adequate payment structures (AAPOR 2003). 

Not all interviewers will be deterred from falsification by these prevention 
measures. Therefore, survey organizations apply several techniques to detect 
falsifying interviewers, such as verification (or recontact) methods, which can 
be conducted via letter or postcard, telephone, or face to face. The scope of the 
recontact ranges from asking whether the interview took place to re-
interviewing the respondent. However, this approach is restricted by nonres-
ponse, respondents’ failure to remember the interview, instability of responses, 
and increased respondent burden and survey costs (Bredl et al. 2013). Another 
standard approach to detect falsifying interviewers is interviewer monitoring. 
This method has long been limited for face-to-face interviews, but technologi-
cal advances allow for more extensive monitoring procedures during the field 
period (see Thissen and Myers 2016 for a detailed summary). 

Various statistical tools often support the aforementioned detection methods 
to identify suspicious interviewers, for example, outlier detection 
(Schwanh€auser et al. 2022) or cluster analysis (Bredl et al. 2012; De Haas and 
Winker 2016). These tools are usually informed by falsification indicators, 
which help distinguish between real and falsified interviews (Menold and 
Kemper 2014; Murphy et al. 2016; Schwanh€auser et al. 2022). For example, 
one commonly used falsification indicator is the variation of responses within 
same-scaled item batteries (response differentiation), which is expected to be 
lower for falsified interviews than for real interviews as falsifiers presumably 
tend to minimize their invested effort (Menold and Kemper 2014). Although 
helpful, statistical methods are often data driven and are sometimes based on 
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contradictory theories regarding the expected direction of some falsification 
indicators. 

In this study, we investigate whether falsifying interviewers can be identi-
fied by their dynamic behavior over the field period. We postulate four distinct 
falsifier types whom we term as steady low-effort falsifiers, who use simplistic 
falsification strategies; steady high-effort falsifiers, who rely on complex strat-
egies that require more effort; learning falsifiers, who adapt their behavior over 
the field period; and sudden falsifiers, who abruptly switch from honest inter-
viewing to falsification during the field period. We argue that they can be dis-
tinguished from honest interviewers as their strategies generate suspicious 
patterns in the data. 

We use data from a large-scale survey of refugees in Germany containing 
verified falsifications to test whether falsifiers indeed follow the postulated 
strategies. Using response differentiation as an approximation of falsification 
effort, we employ a multilevel model with interviewer effects on the intercept, 
the slope of the interview sequence, and the scale. To evaluate the occurrence 
of the falsifier types in other survey settings, we also apply the model to cross-
national survey data of the general population. 

2. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
2.1 Interviewer Falsification as Rational Behavior 

Falsifiers have often been characterized as rational actors who assess their 
actions’ expected costs and benefits to make a decision (Kennickell 2015; 
Kosyakova et al. 2015; Blasius and Thiessen 2021). Expected costs of falsifi-
cation include sanctions such as job loss or legal consequences. The latter is 
rarely relevant as it is complex to provide conclusive proof of falsification, and 
survey organizations seek to avoid publicity on such delicate cases (Winker 
2016; Blasius and Thiessen 2021). These costs only arise if the falsification is 
detected. Thus, if the perceived probability of detection is low, the expected 
costs will also be lower. Concerning the expected benefits, falsifiers can save 
time as it is faster to falsify an interview than to conduct a real interview. 
Saving time is particularly relevant for widely used piece-rate payment 
schemes, where interviewers receive fixed amounts for each successfully con-
ducted interview (Kosyakova et al. 2015; Josten and Trappmann 2016). 
Falsifying instead of conducting a real interview may also reduce interviewer 
burden and thus the cognitive effort invested in each case. Real interviews 
require demanding tasks such as convincing the respondent to participate, 
administering (potentially sensitive or awkward) questions, and recording 
responses (West and Blom 2017). However, whether falsifying indeed reduces 
the effort invested in each case depends on the effort invested in the 
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falsification, as falsifiers may develop complex falsification strategies that 
could exceed the effort required for a real interview. 

The decision on the effort level invested in each falsification also affects the 
perceived probability of detection. With increasing levels of effort, the per-
ceived probability of detection decreases, and the probability of receiving sanc-
tions is reduced. Thus, falsifiers have to weigh the risk of detection against the 
effort invested in each falsification and consider that the probability of detec-
tion is also influenced by the controlling procedures implemented by the sur-
vey organization (for a detailed discussion on the survey organization’s 
incentives and potential actions concerning falsification, we refer to Winker 
2016). If the falsifiers know that the controls are only superficial, they will pre-
sumably invest little effort to avoid detection. 

2.2 Distinct Types of Falsifiers 

As each falsifier likely weighs the potential costs and benefits of falsification 
differently and perceptions of detection risk may vary, we assume that falsifiers 
also vary with regard to their falsification behavior. Below we postulate four 
potential types of falsifiers and briefly discuss how their behavior could lead to 
suspicious patterns in the data. 

We begin with steady low-effort falsifers who perceive the risk of detection 
or the costs in case of detection to be low. Correspondingly, steady low-effort 
falsifiers rely on less sophisticated falsification schemes using simplistic strat-
egies to minimize their invested effort (Murphy et al. 2016). For example, 
these falsifiers may produce high item nonresponse, short interview durations, 
or reduced response differentiation (i.e., straightlining) and could be detected 
by a minimum of quality control procedures. 

Steady high-effort falsifers perceive the risk of detection or the costs in case 
of detection as higher compared to steady low-effort falsifiers. To reduce these 
expected costs, they invest greater effort in falsifying data and produce no item 
nonresponse, realistic interview durations, or presumably inconspicuous differ-
entiation in Likert-scaled item batteries. They might even know from previous 
work experience how real respondents behave and imitate these behaviors in 
their falsification schemes. Simplistic quality control procedures are likely to 
be insufficient for identifying these falsifiers. However, strictly following the 
same high-effort falsification strategy may reduce variation across falsified 
interviews. For instance, among real respondents interviewed by the same 
interviewer, the response differentiation within item batteries can vary from 
little-to-high. If falsifiers repeatedly implement the same strategy, they will 
likely create suspiciously low variation in response differentiation from inter-
view-to-interview. 

For steady low- and high-effort falsifiers, we assume that falsifiers behave 
the same way throughout the entire field period. However, falsifiers may also 
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adapt their behavior over time. Such learning falsifers might behave like 
steady high-effort falsifiers in the beginning of the field period but adjust their 
estimate of the risk of detection after learning about the quality control proce-
dures (or lack thereof) used by the survey institute. Learning falsifiers likely 
reduce their falsification effort to increase the benefits of falsification when 
they perceive the control procedures to be poor. Such falsifiers are character-
ized by steadily changing values used for quality control monitoring, such as 
response differentiation. Methods implemented for detecting steady low- or 
high-effort falsifiers may not work here, as higher-effort falsifications are 
mixed with lower-effort falsifications, depending on the learning pace. As 
another alternation of steady high-effort falsification behavior, learning falsi-
fiers could also switch from fabricating parts of the interview to blatantly fabri-
cating entire interviews. 

Lastly, some falsifiers may start falsifying at some point during the field 
period, for instance, because of being overwhelmed by their tasks or frustrated 
by the lack of respondent cooperation (Crespi 1945; Gwartney 2013). For such 
sudden falsifers, the change point is ex ante unknown and their quality control 
values will resemble real interviews up until the switch to falsifying and then 
follow either the behavior of steady low- and high-effort or even learning falsi-
fiers. Such falsifiers are characterized by changes in data quality measures and 
high variation in these measures due to the switch from interviewing to 
falsifying. 

3. DATA 
First, we test whether falsifiers follow the postulated strategies using large-
scale survey data containing verified falsifications. Second, we use large-scale 
survey data to investigate the occurrence of the posited behaviors in other pub-
licly available survey datasets. We note that the occurrence of real falsifications 
in the second data set is unknown, and thus, any possible detection of suspi-
cious interviewers does not prove the prevalence of falsifications as this 
requires formal investigations. 

3.1 IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees 

The data containing verified falsifications come from the first wave of the 
IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees in Germany 2016 (version 
SOEP.v33) (Brücker et al. 2017). After the large influx of refugees in 
Germany in 2015 and 2016, the panel study was launched to gather informa-
tion about this population. The multi-stage cluster sample was drawn from the 
Central Register of Foreign Nationals (Ausl€anderzentralregister; AZR). In 
addition to the selected anchor person, all household members older than 18 
were interviewed, if possible. The interview consisted of a household 
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questionnaire posed to the head of household (usually the anchor person) and a 
person questionnaire posed to every adult household member (at least 18 years 
old). Due to the special target population, the questionnaires were available in 
seven languages, both in written and audio form. Moreover, the interviewer 
could call a translator for assistance. 

In total, 4,816 persons in 2,554 households were interviewed from June to 
December 2016 by 98 trained interviewers using CAPI (household level 
response rate 2, AAPOR 2016: 50.0 percent; Kroh et al. 2017). The inter-
viewers received piece-rate wages for every successful interview and con-
ducted 50 personal interviews, on average (median ¼ 31.5, maximum 
workload: 289 interviews). At the beginning of the field period for the second 
wave, the survey organization found irregularities for respondents assigned to 
one interviewer (henceforth called interviewer A) in the first wave. This inter-
viewer was found to have falsified all of their person interviews (n ¼ 289), 
amounting to about 6 percent of the responding sample. We use these data to 
test whether the falsifier followed one of the four postulated strategies. Note 
that the affected observations were immediately removed from the data release 
(IAB 2017). 

3.2 European Social Survey 

We evaluate the extent to which the posited behavioral patterns are present in 
survey data that do not contain verified falsifications using data from the 6th 
round of the European Social Survey (ESS) (ESS Round 6: European Social 
Survey Round 6 Data 2012), as previous research found sizable interviewer 
effects on indicators of data quality for these data (Loosveldt and Beullens 
2017). Furthermore, Blasius and Thiessen (2021) analyzed ESS data using 
methods specifically targeting partial falsifications (namely, Categorical 
Principal Component Analysis) and provided evidence of fraudulent inter-
viewer behavior, though this behavior could not be conclusively verified. 

The ESS is a biennial cross-sectional face-to-face survey conducted in mul-
tiple countries (for details on the survey and sampling procedures, refer to 
European Social Survey 2012). In 2012 and 2013, 29 countries participated in 
the 6th round. As an analysis of all countries participating in the ESS exceeds 
the scope of this paper, only data for Denmark, Hungary, and Ireland are used. 
These countries were selected based on Loosveldt and Beullens (2017), who 
found very small interviewer effects for Denmark and larger effects for 
Hungary and Ireland. Hence, analyzing these three countries provides a com-
prehensive overview on the diversity of interviewer behavior and effects in the 
ESS. In all three countries, the interviews were conducted via CAPI and the 
interviewers received piece-rate wages. Denmark obtained a response rate 
(AAPOR 2016, RR1) of 56.7 percent with a final sample size of 1,650 
respondents, while Hungary and Ireland had response rates close to 65 percent 
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(65.1 and 65.0) (AAPOR 2016, RR1) with final sample sizes of 2,014 and 
2,628, respectively (European Social Survey 2012; Beullens et al. 2014). The 
average number of interviews conducted per interviewer was substantially 
lower in the ESS samples (Denmark: 15.6; Hungary: 13.0; Ireland: 22.3) than 
in the IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees. 

3.3 Dependent Variable 

To approximate the falsifier’s effort, we rely on a measure of response differen-
tiation for item batteries using the same response scale (Yan 2008). We use 
response differentiation for two reasons. First, response differentiation is 
closely related to effort. Less response differentiation implies more similar 
responses, thereby reducing the cognitive effort of the answering process 
(Menold et al. 2013; Menold and Kemper 2014). Hence, less differentiation 
allows for faster completion of the questionnaire (and, in the case of the IAB– 
BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees and the ESS, a higher hourly interviewer 
wage), if the interviewer chooses the same response options regardless of their 
content. Second, the IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees questionnaire 
contains many long item batteries distributed over the entire questionnaire; 
thus, a measure based on these items will likely provide more detailed insights 
on the falsifiers’ strategy than measures based on few questions in specific sec-
tions of the questionnaire. 

Low response differentiation implies saving time and effort, thereby increas-
ing the expected benefits of falsification. At the same time, lack of response 
differentiation may increase the perceived probability of detection as reduced 
differentiation is a suspicious response pattern, which leads to an increase in 
the expected costs. Therefore, when generating artificial responses to item bat-
teries, falsifiers must take the outlined tradeoff into account which may result 
in distinct patterns over the field period for the proposed falsifier types. 

As a robustness check and to illustrate the potential application of our 
approach in surveys lacking item batteries, we also use two further data quality 
measures: the share of rounded responses for numerical questions (Menold and 
Kemper 2014) and the share of extreme responses to Likert-scaled questions 
(Sch€afer et al. 2005). Extreme responding has a looser relation to effort, and 
numeric questions are less frequent than item batteries in the questionnaire. 
Therefore, we will only briefly discuss their results and implications. Their 
measurement and the involved variables are described in the supplementary 
data S1 online. 

We measure response differentiation for each interview by calculating the 
standard deviation of responses for several batteries of same-scaled items (fol-
lowing Kemper and Menold 2014). Although various approaches to measure 
response differentiation exist (Loosveldt and Beullens 2017; Kim et al. 2019), 
we use the standard deviation due to its simplicity and the possibility of 
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capturing differences on a continuous scale. A low standard deviation indicates 
little differentiation. As the questionnaire contains multiple appropriate item 
batteries, we obtain multiple standard deviations per interview. To combine the 
measures, we first standardize the standard deviation of every item battery 
across all interviews in the survey. The standardization prevents undesired 
effects caused by differences in scaling across item batteries. Next, the standar-
dized standard deviations within every interview are averaged, with each 
standard deviation receiving a relative weight based on the number of items 
answered (without item nonresponse) in the respective battery and the total 
number of answered items across all batteries. This ensures that standard devi-
ations calculated for longer item batteries receive a higher weight than shorter 
item batteries. The resulting formula is: 

K 

Nijk SDijk 
k¼1 

X
Dij ¼ ; (1)

K 

Nijk 
k¼1 

X

where Nijk is the number of answered items for item battery k in interview j by 
interviewer i, SDijk is the respective z-standardized standard deviation, and the 
denominator is the total number of answered items across all batteries. For 
observations with average standard deviations for all item batteries, Dij is close 
to zero. Observations with low standard deviations have values below zero, 
whereas observations with high standard deviations have positive Dij values. 
Note that we cannot establish universal thresholds that denote whether Dij is 
too low or high, as its values depend on the number of used item batteries and 
their content. For example, for independent standard normally distributed ran-
dom variables, the standard deviation of their sum is the square root of the 
number of variables. Thus, determining outlier thresholds based on variance 
measures depends on the number of variables. In our application, this is further 
complicated by correlations between variables. 

The IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees person questionnaire includes 
eight appropriate item batteries with at least five items and a minimum of five 
response options that are used in the analysis (see table S3 in the supplemen-
tary data online for the complete list of item batteries). Batteries with fewer 
items or response options are not considered here to allow for finer detection 
of differentiation tendencies. These item batteries come from the person ques-
tionnaire (TNS Infratest Sozialforschung 2016). Due to item nonresponse, 
none of the item batteries was answered by all respondents. As the standard 
deviations are standardized, we can include observations with missing standard 
deviations for some item batteries in the analysis. For five respondents, the 
standard deviation is missing for all item batteries. These observations were 
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excluded from the analysis. The distribution of the resulting indicator is dis-
played in figure S3 in the supplementary data online. 

For the ESS data, we use six item blocks (Loosveldt and Beullens 2017), 
which are listed in table S5 in the supplementary data online. Each item block 
contains at least five items and response options ranging from 0 to 10 or 1 to 5. 
The final measure of response differentiation is calculated in the same way as 
for the IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees. The distribution of the indica-
tor is shown in figure S4 in the supplementary data online. 

4. MODELING APPROACH 
To test whether interviewers show suspicious behaviors over the field period, 
we employ multilevel modeling to disentangle interviewer from respondent 
effects and exploit the hierarchical data structure (respondents nested within 
interviewers) (Hox et al. 1991; Hox 1994). Such models have been applied to 
investigate interviewer effects on a variety of data quality measures (e.g., 
Pickery and Loosveldt 2004; Schnell and Kreuter 2005; Olson and Peytchev 
2007; Kosyakova et al. 2015; Brunton-Smith et al. 2017; Loosveldt and 
Beullens 2017; Sharma and Elliott 2020; Sturgis et al. 2021). Among these 
studies, the effect of interview sequence (or within-survey experience) has also 
been considered (Olson and Peytchev 2007; Olson and Bilgen 2011; 
Kosyakova et al. 2015, 2022; Josten and Trappmann 2016; Loosveldt and 
Beullens 2017). However, these studies focused on overall interviewer effects 
and did not test whether suspicious individual interviewers can be detected. 
Moreover, only Brunton-Smith et al. (2017) and Sturgis et al. (2021) analyzed 
interviewer effects on residual variance. Pickery and Loosveldt (2004) and 
Sharma and Elliott (2020) are the closest to the present analysis as they use 
multilevel modeling to detect “exceptional” interviewers (i.e., interviewers 
with unusual response patterns). 

We are interested in differences in the intercept, differences in the slope of 
the interview sequence, and differences in the residual variance across inter-
viewers. While previous studies examined these differences in separate mod-
els, we fit a single model that contains interviewer effects on the intercept, 
slope, and scale. The base specification of this model is formalized below: 

Dij ¼ b0 þ hi0 þ ðb1 þ hi1Þlog tij þ eij; (2) 

log re ¼ a0 þ hi2:ð Þ  

The dependent variable in the first line of the model (location equation) is 
response differentiation Dij, which is calculated using equation (1) for each 
interviewer i and interview j. The interview sequence variable tij is generated 
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by sorting the interviews available for each interviewer by date and time and 
assigning increasing values starting at 1 to each interview for each interviewer. 
We use the logarithm of the interview sequence as we expect that the change 
in effort due to learning decreases over the field period. b0 denotes the con-
stant, b1 the population parameter of the logarithm of the interview sequence, 
and eij denotes the residual. hi0 is the interviewer-specific effect on the inter-
cept, and hi1 is the interviewer-specific slope effect. hi0, hi1, and eij are assumed 

2to be independent and normally distributed with mean zero and variances rh0
, 

r2 
h1

, and r2 
e ; respectively. In the second line of the model (scale equation), the 

standard deviation of the residuals re is modeled. The standard deviation of the 
residuals is assumed to be log-normally distributed to ensure positive variances 
(Hedeker and Nordgren 2013). a0 denotes a constant and hi2 is the interviewer 
component of the scale equation, which is assumed to be normally distributed 

2with mean zero and variance r .h2 

For steady low-effort falsifiers, intercept and scale effects are the key param-
eters. For response differentiation, steady low-effort falsifiers should have 
exceptionally low values, as low intercept effects indicate low response differ-
entiation and correspondingly low effort. Low scale effects indicate that the 
falsifier repeatedly followed the same (low-effort) strategy. These effects 
should be randomly distributed around the population parameters b0 and a0 for 
honest interviewers. For steady high-effort falsifiers, only the scale effects are 
crucial: scale effects denote the residual variance, which is expected to be low 
for high-effort falsifiers who steadily follow the same strategy. For learning fal-
sifiers, the interviewer slope effects hi1 are the key parameters as they indicate 
interviewer-specific deviations from the population effect b1 of the logarith-
mized interview sequence. For honest interviewers, hi1 is expected to be close 
to zero, as response differentiation should not depend on the interview 
sequence (Kosyakova et al. 2022). For learning falsifiers, we expect a negative 
effect that indicates a decrease in response differentiation and thus falsification 
effort over the field period. Lastly, both slope and scale effects are relevant for 
sudden falsifiers, as changes from honest interviewing to falsification should 
result in a change in response differentiation. Whether the deviation is positive 
or negative depends on the sudden falsifier’s strategy. For the scale effects, 
positive deviations should flag sudden falsifiers as the switch to falsifications 
should result in increased residual variance. 

Across the three types of interviewer effects, we apply the same rules for 
deeming interviewers suspicious. First, their credible interval for the respective 
effect must not include zero. Second, they must have posterior means exceed-
ing the boxplot whiskers (25th/75th percentile 6 1.5 times the interquartile 
range) for the distribution of the posterior medians. Note, however, that the 
defined outlier rule based on boxplot whiskers may lead to false positives, and 
alternative outlier rules may lead to different results. Therefore, flagged inter-
viewers should be investigated case-by-case. 
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We note that interviewers employed in the IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of 
Refugees and the ESS were not randomly assigned to households across the 
respective countries but were assigned to regional clusters: primary sampling 
units. Therefore, the results observed for interviewers may be driven by 
regional clustering effects (Schnell and Kreuter 2005). To disentangle inter-
viewer and regional cluster effects, we would require sufficient interpenetra-
tion, that is, interviewers must work in multiple clusters, and multiple 
interviewers must work in a given cluster, which is not prevalent in the data 
used here. For the IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees, however, regional 
clusters are expected to have only small effects, as the target population are 
recently arrived refugees subject to state-based residential allocation policies 
following a political quota (BAMF 2019; Kosyakova et al. 2019). Lastly, con-
trolling for small-scale regional effects could prevent the detection of falsifiers 
operating or cooperating in the same region (Yamamoto and Lennon 2018; 
Bergmann et al. 2019). 

Nonetheless, we test the robustness of the results by including control varia-
bles for respondent and area characteristics in the model for the IAB–BAMF– 
SOEP Survey of Refugees and ESS data. They include respondents’ age, gen-
der, education, living arrangement (only for the IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of 
Refugees), an urban-rural binary variable, as well as federal state/region fixed 
effects (see supplementary data S4 online). Note that the included variables are 
more likely to explain overall effects on the dependent variable than extreme 
slopes or scales observed for single interviewers. 

The model is fitted using Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. In 
particular, we use the No-U-Turn Sampler (Hoffman and Gelman 2014), a ver-
sion of the Hamiltonian Monte Carlo algorithm implemented in Stan (Carpenter 
et al. 2017) and accessed via the brms interface (Bürkner 2017, 2018) in  R  (R 
Core Team 2020). The model is fitted using eight chains of 8,000 iterations, 
each with a burn-in period of 3,000 iterations. We specify flat priors for the 
population-level coefficients and default half student-t priors with three degrees 
of freedom for the standard deviations of the interviewer effects. We assessed 
whether the priors for the interviewer effects affect the results by trying different 
priors such as half Cauchy and inverse Gamma distributions, but the results did 
not change. Model convergence was evaluated by the Rb statistic with a critical 
value of 1.01 for each model parameter (Gelman et al. 2013, p. 285) and by 
ensuring that there were no divergent transitions (Betancourt 2017). Estimates 
and credible intervals shown in the results section are based on posterior distri-
butions for the model parameters obtained from the MCMC draws. 

5. RESULTS 
For each dataset, we first estimate the base specifications with no control varia-
bles and then conduct a robustness check with control variables. Note that we 
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are not interested in explaining differences in levels, slopes, or residual varian-
ces but in detecting suspicious interviewers. 

5.1 Analysis of the IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees 

The interviewer effects for the IAB–BAMF–SOEP Survey of Refugees are dis-
played in figure 1. Figure 1a shows the effects on the intercept, figure 1b shows 
the effects on the slope, and figure 1c shows the effects on the scale. In each 
panel, each point corresponds to a single interviewer. The interviewer effects 
are sorted by size, and 95 percent credible intervals are provided. The dashed 
horizontal lines depict the boxplot whiskers. The estimation results are 
reported in column 1 in table S9 in the supplementary data online. The esti-
mated coefficient of the logarithmized interview sequence is positive but negli-
gible in size. From the first to the 10th interview, response differentiation 
increases by 0.058, which equals roughly 12 percent of one standard deviation. 
Hence, overall the response differentiation changes only slightly over the field 
period. 

Figure 1a shows that the verified falsifier’s intercept effect is not suspicious 
(ranked 68th). The first-ranked interviewer (interviewer D) is suspicious but 
conducted only eight interviews. The last-ranked interviewer (interviewer E) 
has rather high differentiation values and conducted 27 interviews. None of 
these interviewers was flagged by further statistical identification methods (see 
Kosyakova et al. 2019) or further checks (such as recontacts) by the survey 
organization. Thus, relying on the intercept effects alone is insufficient for 
identifying the verified case. Remember that the intercept effects denote differ-
ences at the first interview as interview sequence effects are included in the 
model. 

As displayed in figure 1b, most of the slope effects for the interview 
sequence are close to zero, or the credible intervals include zero. As with the 
intercept effects, interviewer A does not deviate from the other interviewers 
and is ranked 28th. For the first-ranked interviewer (henceforth called inter-
viewer B), however, the slope value deviates substantially from the others, 
implying a decrease in response differentiation over the field period. Similarly, 
the second-ranked interviewer (henceforth called interviewer C) is suspicious 
with a negative slope effect. Interviewers B and C conducted 46 and 16 inter-
views, respectively. Accordingly, interviewers B and C reveal a suspicious 
slope effect consistent with learning behavior or switching from honest inter-
viewing to falsification. These results and conclusions drawn from further stat-
istical checks were reported to the survey organization, who verified that 
interviewers B and C were indeed deviant, although the survey organization 
could not exactly tell which interviews were falsified (Kosyakova et al. 2019). 
The published data were immediately revised after the detection (IAB et al. 
2019). 
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Figure 1. Interviewer Effects on Intercept, Slope, and Scale. Bolded interviewers 
have median posteriors exceeding the boxplot whiskers and credible intervals not 
including zero. Predictions are based on model 1 in table S9 in the supplementary data 
online. IAB-BAMF-SOEP Survey of Refugees 2016. 

Lastly, figure 1c shows that the scale effects are distributed homogeneously, 
except for the first-ranked interviewer and the last-ranked pair of interviewers. 
The first-ranked interviewer is interviewer A who has a suspiciously low 
scale effect. This indicates limited variation in response differentiation, 
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Figure 2. Development of Response Differentiation for Verified Falsifiers. Black 
dots correspond to the respective falsifier, and gray dots correspond to the rest of the 
sample. IAB-BAMF-SOEP Survey of Refugees 2016. 

which—combined with the inconspicuous intercept effect—is expected for 
steady high-effort falsifiers. The two last-ranked interviewers are interviewers 
B and C. The exceptional slope effects observed for these interviewers also 
lead to a suspicious scale effect. 

To investigate the behaviors of interviewer A and the additionally identified 
interviewers B and C in greater detail, figure 2 shows the development of 
response differentiation over the field period for each of them. For reference, 
the differentiation values for the rest of the sample are also shown. Interviewer 
A has a relatively low variation in response differentiation with values around 
zero, close to the overall average in the sample. Such a pattern is in line with 
the behavior expected of a steady high-effort falsifier. In contrast, interviewer 
B has relatively high response differentiation values at the beginning of the 
field period that steadily decrease from the 10th interview onward. Toward the 
end of the field period, response differentiation is clearly below the “normal” 
values observed for the rest of the sample. This pattern is in line with a learning 
falsifier, although it is also possible that some of the first interviews were real, 
and the interviewer switched to falsification. For interviewer C, the pattern is 
less clear due to the limited number of available observations. The response 
differentiation values are at the upper end of the distribution in the beginning 
of the field period, but this strictly changes after the 5th interview. This break 
may either illustrate learning behavior or a change from conducting real inter-
views to falsifying interviews. As mentioned above, detailed information on 
whether every interview of interviewers B and C was falsified is not available. 

To test the robustness of the results, we replicate the benchmark models by 
adding multiple control variables (gender, age, education, accommodation, 
region, rural/urban) to the location equation. The estimation results of these 
models are reported in table S10 in the supplementary data online. As illus-
trated in figure S5 in the supplementary data online, the deviations of inter-
viewers B and C for the slope effects cannot be explained by the included 
explanatory variables, although the effect for interviewer C is now closer to 
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zero. Similarly, the explanatory variables cannot explain the deviation of inter-
viewer A for the scale effects. 

Figures S9 and S10 in the supplementary data online show the results for 
the model without controls for two further indicators, extreme responding and 
rounding. For extreme responding, two interviewers are flagged for the inter-
cept effects, but their values are close to the rest of the sample. Interviewers A, 
B, and C have inconspicuous values. Interviewers B and C have exceptionally 
negative slope effects, although interviewer C is barely below the boxplot rule. 
For the scale effects, one interviewer is flagged, and interviewer A is ranked 
second, but their values seem in line with the distribution for the remaining 
sample. For rounding, interviewer A has a suspiciously low intercept effect, 
and interviewer B has a suspiciously large intercept effect. The slope effects 
depict that several interviewers have negative effects, but these values are not 
particularly exceptional. Interviewer B is the only interviewer with a relatively 
large slope effect, denoting that the share of rounded responses increased over 
the field period. A closer inspection revealed that this interviewer heavily 
reduced the number of valid responses to open-ended numeric questions over 
the field period, which led to frequent high shares of rounded answers as, for 
example, one numeric item in the interview had a valid response, and this 
response was a rounded number, which results in a share of 100 percent. For 
the scales, interviewer A has an exceptionally negative value, indicating 
reduced residual variance. Interestingly, interviewer C is not flagged by any of 
the estimated interviewer effects. In summary, for neither of the indicators are 
all three interviewers A, B, and C flagged. 

5.2 Analysis of the European Social Survey 

For the ESS data, we only discuss the results for Ireland in detail while touch-
ing on the results for Denmark and Hungary only briefly for brevity. Figure 3 
displays the interviewer effects for Ireland. We also fit the multilevel model for 
the three countries with covariates, and the results remain robust to these exten-
sions (see supplementary data S5 and S6 online). Figure 3a shows that multiple 
interviewers have suspiciously low or high values of response differentiation, 
although most of them do not significantly differ from the unflagged inter-
viewers. As displayed in figure 3b, there is an interviewer who has a suspicious 
negative slope effect indicating potential learning behavior. One further inter-
viewer has a suspicious positive slope effect. Finally, figure 3c shows two 
interviewers with suspicious negative scale effects expected of steady high- or 
low-effort falsifiers. The first-ranked interviewer is the interviewer who is 
ranked first in figure 3a, which is expected for a steady low-effort falsifier. 
None of the other interviewers has multiple suspicious effects. 

Next, we take a closer look at the development of response differentiation 
over the field period for the flagged interviewers. Figure 4 shows the 
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Figure 3. Interviewer Effects on Intercept, Slope, and Scale. Bolded interviewers 
have median posteriors exceeding the boxplot whiskers and credible intervals not 
including zero. Predictions are based on model 3 in table S9 in the supplementary data 
online. ESS Round 6, Ireland. 

differentiation results for the interviewer ranked first for the slope effects (inter-
viewer ESS-A), and the interviewers ranked first and second for the scale 
effects (interviewers ESS-B and ESS-C, respectively). For interviewer ESS-A, 
response differentiation decreases over the field period and thus follows the 
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Figure 4. Development of Response Differentiation. Black dots correspond to the 
respective suspicious interviewer, and gray dots correspond to the rest of the sample. 
ESS Round 6, Ireland. 

behavior expected of a learning falsifier. Interviewer ESS-B—ranked first for 
the intercept and scale effects—shows limited variation around reduced 
response differentiation, which is characteristic of a steady low-effort falsifier. 
Lastly, interviewer ESS-C also has limited variation around close to average 
response differentiation, suggesting deviant behavior consistent with a more 
sophisticated falsifier. 

The results for Denmark and Hungary are provided in supplementary data 
S8 online. For Denmark, we find only minor interviewer effects on the inter-
cept, slope, and scale and no suspicious interviewer, which is in line with pre-
vious research on interviewer effects in Scandinavian countries (Loosveldt and 
Beullens 2017). We find more evidence of interviewer effects in the Hungary 
sample. Multiple interviewers have negative effects on the intercept, although 
none of these effects is suspicious. There are several interviewers with slope 
effects below the boxplot whisker line, but only for one interviewer who does 
not significantly differ from unsuspicious interviewers does the credible inter-
val not include zero. With regard to the scale effects, several interviewers have 
rather low values indicative of behavior expected of steady high- or low-effort 
falsifiers, but none of the effects exceeds the boxplot whisker rule. Although 
the interviewer effects are not as suspicious as for the IAB–BAMF–SOEP 
Survey of Refugees or Ireland, interviewers with particularly low intercept, 
slope, or scale effects may have required closer inspection. 

6. DISCUSSION 
Falsified interviews can substantially bias survey results (e.g., Schr€apler and 
Wagner 2005). To prevent and detect falsifications, survey methodologists 
should not only use empirical detection methods, but also comprehend falsi-
fiers’ motivations and behaviors. In this study, we posited four distinct falsifier 
types: steady low-effort falsifiers, steady high-effort falsifiers, learning falsi-
fiers, and sudden falsifiers. Using data containing verified falsifications and 
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multilevel models, we retrospectively identified a presumably steady high-
effort falsifier previously detected by the survey organization based on their 
behavior over the field period. In addition, the method identified two further 
interviewers with suspicious behavior expected of learning and sudden falsi-
fiers, who were later confirmed as deviant by further statistical analyses and 
recontact checks performed by the survey organization. Altogether, these 
results emphasize the importance of taking a variety of potential motivations 
and falsification strategies into account when analyzing deviant interviewer 
behavior. Our analysis of the ESS data shows that such behavior also appears 
in other publicly available datasets. Note, however, that only formal investiga-
tions can prove falsifications. 

Survey practitioners may add the presented methods to their general data 
quality control procedures. First, graphical tools similar to figures 2 and 4 can 
be applied to monitor interviewers during the field period. Second, applying 
the multilevel model to survey data after the field period or when interviewers 
have conducted a reasonable number of interviews can provide useful insights 
into interviewers’ behavior. Of course, applying the model when the number of 
interviews per interviewer is still small will provide limited insights. For exam-
ple, it is difficult to identify outlying slope or scale effects for interviewers with 
only five interviews. Instead, practitioners may start with simpler versions of 
the model, such as intercept-only multilevel models that allow for identifying 
the most blatant falsifiers early in the field period. With sufficient data per inter-
viewer, the more complex model can be used to identify more sophisticated fal-
sifiers. In such applications, the models may identify both partial and complete 
fabricators, although we could not evaluate the method’s effectiveness for par-
tial fabrications due to a lack of verified data. In any case, falsifiers should be 
detected as early as possible to facilitate formal investigations. 

Nevertheless, four caveats remain. First, the method’s efficiency depends on 
the selected outcome variable. Hence, researchers must carefully select appro-
priate data quality indicators depending on the questionnaire content. Second, 
some of the postulated falsifier types are easier to detect than others. For exam-
ple, low-effort falsifiers will always leave obvious traces in the data. To the 
contrary, in some cases, very sophisticated falsifiers may even outsmart the 
complex multilevel modeling approach, although it seems unlikely that a falsi-
fier knows both the mean and the variance of data quality measures ex ante. 
Third, detecting trends for interviewers with a limited number of observations 
(e.g., <10) is challenging, which is relevant for learning and sudden falsifiers. 
Lastly, suspicious interviews are identified on the interviewer level, which is 
why single falsified interviews cannot be identified using this method. Future 
research may address these limitations, for example, by using data with veri-
fied falsified interviews and detailed paradata allowing for more fine-grained 
analyses. However, the release of publicly available data containing verified 
falsified interviews is rare. Thus, we encourage survey organizations to make 
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such data available to researchers to help advance our understanding of inter-
viewer falsification. 

Supplementary Materials 
Supplementary materials are available online at academic.oup.com/jssam. 
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